Fixed Deposits, Tax free bonds, PPF double your money every ten years.
Investing in committees and chit funds carry large risks and do not enable you to get
loans from the formal financial system.
Equities have over the last two decades made money grow over ten times but most
Indians have missed this wealth creation opportunity. WealthSimple makes it super
easy to create wealth by investing in mutual funds.
You cannot learn swimming without starting in the shallow end of the pool.

“You cannot understand wealth creation without investing a
small amount in WealthSimple”
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WealthSimple puts 60% of the money you add into an equity index fund which has very
low expenses (0.10%) and no exit load ( after 3 days) . The rest 40% is put into a low
duration debt fund to keep it safe with returns after tax and liquidity which are better
than fixed deposits.
All you have to decide is how much to add lumpsum or monthly and how much to
withdraw lumpsum or monthly ( an attractive option for retired people)

‘Triple your money is not guaranteed but has been met or
exceeded majority of the time since Oct 1,2002 . We back tested
over 2200 dates”
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One lac becomes 2.43 crores in 50 years with tripling and just 32 lacs with doubling.
By sticking with guaranteed returns which just double you could lose crores.
The minimum investment in WealthSimple is Rs 100 and there is no lock in.
WealthSimple could be your lottery ticket to becoming a crorepati.

“Can you afford not to try WealthSimple ? “
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An investor who invested Rs 100 on Dec 13 2007 in Reliance Growth Fund lost Rs 70 in
eleven months but if they did not panic and held on for 10 years they got Rs 246 or 2.46
times growth. Reliance Growth set up in 1995 has in 23 years delivered 100X returns.
One lac invested in 1995 is now worth over Rs 1 crore.
We back tested WealthSimple over many dates. 1 lakh invested on October 1, 2008
became 2.60 lakhs without rebalancing. With rebalancing the money became 3.01 lacs a
further gain of Rs 40000 or 40% over ten years.

“A poor Indian should have Rs 100 in WealthSimple .
Every Indian with over Rs 1 lac in savings should have Rs 10000 in
WealthSimple.
This includes a baby whose parents or family members can
afford to put Rs 10000 in the baby’s name. “
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Fixed Deposits are popular because people can invest in them and forget about them.
WealthSimple is even easier with IOS and Android apps With Fixed Deposits you pay a
huge performance penalty for the simplicity but with WealthSimple you may get a
performance gain with simplicity.
In USA only 5% of active fund managers beat the S&P 500.
In India maybe you will be one of the few active investors who beat WealthSimple.
You owe it to yourself to benchmark your investments against as little as Rs 10000
invested in WealthSimple
To get started on WealthSimple you need Mutual Fund KYC, a CAN ( Common Account
Number) and a PayeeZZ. This may require some effort and time to setup but we hope
you will put in the effort and Get

Started Today.
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